
JUSTIFICATION for OTHER than

FULL and OPEN COMPETITIONJOFOC

1. Acquisition/Ordcr Reference Number;

PRl 0559820 - Bosch Stackable Dryer & Washer

Requesting O0ice for this Acquisition:

ll.S. Embassy Islamabad (Facility Management Office)

2. Nature and/or description of the action being approved:

Sole Brand purchase of Bosch Stackable Dryer (WTA74200GB) & Washer (WAW32560GB), 220V-50Uz.

3. A description of the supplies or services required to meet the agency’s needs:

Bosch Stackable Dryer (WrA74200GB) & Washer (WAW32560GB) are already installed in all (259) SDA
apartments, to support those, Maintcnancc/FAC have procured bulk quantity of parts to maintain this specific brand.

Changing brand w'ould alter tlie consistent nature of the equipment being in SDAs apartment.
4. An identification of the statutory authority permitting other than full and open competition:

Sole Brand reference below:

FAR 6.302-1: “Only one responsible source and no other supplies or services will satisfy agency requirements, (a)
Authority. (I) Citations: 10 U.S.C. 2304(c)(1) or 41 U.S.C. 3304(a)( I).” This vendor is the only source available,
but also, is considered the only source under sub-paragraph (a)(2)(ii) of the referenced paragraph: “Supplies may
be deemed to be available only from the original .source in the case of a follow-on contract for the continued

development or production of a major system or highly specialized equipment, including major components
thereof when it is likely that award to any other source would result in— (A) Sub.stantial duplication of cost to the

Government tliat is not expected to be recovered through competition;

5. A demonstration that the proposed contractor’s unique qualifications dr the nature of the acquisition
requires use of the authority cited (rcquinHl for sole source, and unusual & compelling urgency where mote Ilian one olTcr will rtoi be soltciicd):

GSO Procurement will submit this for solicitation/quotations with competitive companies, for full and open
competition, but with aforementioned specification of the above brand Bosch.

6. Describe efforts to ensure that offers are solicited from as many potential sources as is practicable:

This document serv'es as Brand Name Justification. This procurement will seek full and open competition as of

Stackable Dryer & Washer are sold by numerous retailers in the open market.

7. Contracting Officer Determination that the anticipated cost to the USG will be fair and reasonable:

Other than the requirement for specific Brand, this procurement will be competed to the widest extent practicable,
and the award will be LPTA.

8. Describe the market survey conducted and results, or reasons why a market survey was not conducted;

Full and open competition will be pursued, with advertising of the requirements on FBO and on Embassy website.

9. Any other facts supporting the use of other than full and open competition: N/A

10. A listing of sources, If any, that expressed, in writing, an interest in the acquisition:

Advertising oftliis requirement after approval ofthis JOFOC will be full and open.

11. A statement of the actions, if any, the agency may take to remove or overcome any barriers to competition
before any subsequent acquisition for the supplies or services required:

Post has determined that no other steps are appropriate at this time.

Aulborily: FAR 6.302
SF.NS1T1VE BUT UNCLASSIFIED



JUSTIFICA riON for OTHER than

FULL and OPEN COMPETITIONJOFOC

CERTIFICATIONS

I certify that this justification is accurate and contains complete data necessary to support the JOFOC recommendation.

Date"David A, Macon, Embassy Islamabad

Per authority granted me by FAR 6.304(a)(1). I approve other than full and open competition for this acquisition.

Donald Coleman SGSO, U.S Embassy Islamabad

Anihority: KAK 6.v'J02
SENSmVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED


